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ABSTRACT  
 
Tourism is an important sector of the economy and 

contributes significantly in the country’s GDP as well 
as Foreign Exchange Earnings. Tourism needs variety 
and India with vast dimension and diversity offers to 
every class of visitor something not found elsewhere. 
There is comparatively little investment needed for 
promoting tourism. The scope for its expansion is 
unlimited. Capacity building as it relates to the overall 
quality of life in the Communities. Hospitality & 
tourism offers immense scope of employment 
generation just by Capacity building schemes. 
Government of India through its Ministry of Tourism 
has initiated several programmes like Hunar se Rozgar 
tak and Capacity Building for Service Providers   in 
last 05 years with objective of using tourism as tool for 
poverty alleviation through employment generation. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

India has a distinctive culture and way of life. A 

unique asset of tourism is that there is no shortage 

of raw materials. India‘s unique variety of cultural 

and natural attractions constitutes the resources for 

this industry. Nature and history have made India 

one of the most attractive tourist destinations of 

the world. Tourism needs variety and India with 

vast dimension and diversity offers to every class 

of visitor something not found elsewhere. Unlike 

other export industries, there is comparatively 

little investment needed for promoting tourism.  

 

 

The scope for its expansion is unlimited. It is an 

industry, a source of income, especially of foreign 

exchange an exercise in national image building. 

India has fantastically rich and varied tourist 

potential. 

 

Tourism is an important sector of the economy and 

contributes significantly in the country‘s GDP as 

well as Foreign Exchange Earnings (FEE).With its 

backward and forward linkages with other sectors 

of the economy, like transport, construction, 

handicrafts, manufacturing, horticulture, 

agriculture, etc., tourism has the potential to not 

only be the economy driver, but also become an 

effective tool for poverty alleviation and ensuring 

growth with equity (Tourism Report, 2010-

11).Capacity building is a popular term these 

days—too popular and expansive a term, in fact, to 

mean much to individuals making specific 

decisions about programs and grant strategies. As 

a result, everyone—from practitioners to 

foundation CEOs—is calling for increased 

attention to the capacity-building. Capacity 

building as it relates to the overall quality of life in 

the Communities (Carol J. De Vita &Cory 

Fleming,2001). For nearly a century, nonprofit 

organizations have fulfilled a variety of functions 

that help build and maintain civil society. They 

offer resources to residents of local communities, 

including social services, advocacy, cultural 

opportunities, monitoring of government and 

business practices, and much more (Boris 1999). 

 

Considering the natural, economic and social 

diversity of India, the large population and its 
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differentiated structure, establishing a coordinated 

national capacity building programme for 

Hospitality & Tourism is a huge challenge. But, at 

the same time hospitality & tourism offers 

immense scope of employment generation just by 

Capacity building schemes. Even Government of 

India through its Ministry of Tourism has initiated 

several programmes in last 05 years with objective 

of using tourism as tool for poverty alleviation 

through employment generation. 

 

BROAD BASING OF HOSPITALITY 

 

(Source- Annual Report Ministry of Tourism, 

Govt. of India, 2010-2012) 

 

EDUCATION 

 

To strengthen and expand the institutional 

infrastructure for training and education, 

assistance is extended to vocational schools, ITIs, 

polytechnic institutes, government colleges, 

universities and PSUs for creating infrastructural 

facilities necessary for starting hospitality and 

tourism related courses. This new dimension has 

been brought in view of the realization that it 

would be difficult to meet the skill gap that 

afflicted the Industry with a sectoral approach to 

hospitality and tourism education and that the 

efforts in the direction needed to be broad-based 

and main- streamed. This initiative has been well 

received especially in the northern part of the 

country. 

CAPACITY BUILDING 

 

For upgrading the skills and capacity building of 

service providers of the Industry, the Ministry has 

put in place a Scheme of Capacity Building  

for Service Providers, under which trainings are 

undertaken to cover a wide range of services like 

health & personal hygiene, cleanliness, basic 

service techniques, cooking techniques, garbage 

disposal, etiquette and basic manners, basic 

nutrition values, energy saving techniques, guides‘ 

training, etc. It, inter-alia, covers service providers 

such as porters /servers/waiters /helpers/front 

office staff/ reception and counter staff/ food kiosk 

and dhaba staff/personnel engaged in handling 

tourists, airport security staff, immigration 

officials and customs officers. These training 

programmes are implemented, amongst others, by 

IHMSs,FCIs, IITTM, NCHMCT, Tourism 

Departments of States/UT Governments, State 

Tourism Development Corporations, India 

Tourism Development Corporation (ITDC), 

State/central training/ academic institutions. Under 

the scheme, the participants of the 4-day 

programmes are compensated for the loss of 

wages. The fee and other costs of training for all 

the programmes are covered.  For the promotion 

of Rural Tourism,Ministry of Tourism extends 

assistance for capacity building in selected 

villages. 

 

SPECIAL TRAINING PROGRAMME TO 

CREATE EMPLOYABLE SKILLS 

 

During the year 2009-10 the Ministry of Tourism 

had launched a special programme ‗Hunar Se 

Rozgar‘ for creation of employable skills amongst 

minimum eighth pass youth in the age group of 18 

to 28 years.The Programme offers short but 

quality training courses covering (i) Food and 

Beverage Services, and (ii) Food Production. The 

trainees are also paid ` 1500/- or ` 2000/- each, 

depending on the length of the course. The first 

round of trainings commenced from 17th August, 

2009. 5610 youth were trained up to 31st March, 

2010. For the financial  

 

year 2010-11, the target is for training of 5500 

youth. As on 31
st
 December, 2010, 4960 youth 

have been trained. Initially, the programme was 

being conducted by the IHMs and FCIs sponsored 
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by the Ministry of Tourism. The Programme‘s 

intrinsic merits and its pro-poor stress made it very 

popular. In view of the tremendous response to the 

Programme, it has now been extended to the State 

Governments and U.T. Administrations also so as 

to eventually reach out to people in much larger 

numbers. 

 

SKILL TESTING AND CERTIFICATION OF 

THE EXISTING SERVICE PROVIDERS 

 

A programme for certification of skills of service 

providers employed in the hospitality sector has 

been instituted by the Ministry under which the 

service providers would undergo a 5-day 

orientation followed by practical test and viva 

voce. The Programme is being implemented 

through 16 IHMs, at Delhi (Pusa), Mumbai, 

Kolkata, Chennai, Hyderabad, Bengaluru, Goa, 

Jaipur, Gandhi Nagar, Srinagar, Chandigarh , 

Guwahati, Dehradun, Tiruchirapally, 

Bhubaneswar  and Lucknow. 

 

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN PROGRAMME 

 

Under the Ministry‘s ‗Earn While You Learn‘ 

programme, funded under the scheme of Capacity 

Building for Service Providers, the Indian Institute 

of Tourism and Travel Management (IITTM) 

conducts training of college going students for a 

period of 21 days. The basic purpose of the 

training is to sensitize youth to tourism and also 

give skills to handle tourism in the country. The 

Programme acquired  

can added significance as the Organizing 

Committee of the Commonwealth Games 2010 

drew volunteers from amongst the pass-outs of the 

Programme. During the course of this year and up 

to the Games, about 2845 was trained under this 

programme 

 

HUNAR SE ROZGAR AT AGLANCE 

 

RH Khwaja, Secretary, Tourism, Government of 

India, on Thursday, June 30,2009 Ministry of 

Tourism, Government of India, launched the 

‗Hunar Se Rozgar Tak‘ Scheme, a Training 

Programme initiative of the Ministry of Tourism at 

the ITDC-run Ashok Institute of Hospitality & 

Tourism Management (AIH&TM). The scheme 

will also run concurrently at ITDC‘s hotels located 

at Guwahati, Ranchi, Patna and Jaipur. The 

programme aims to create employable skills in the 

interested youth between the age group of 18-25 

years who are minimum 8th class pass. Speaking 

on the occasion, Khwaja said that if the tourism 

and hospitality industry maintain 8 to 9 per cent 

growth, then this sector is expected to create about 

20 million jobs in the next 10 years. ―ITDC will 

have a major role to play. Ashok Institute of 

Hospitality & Tourism Management (AIH&TM) 

has been sanctioned ` 52 lakh to train 500 students 

under the scheme, to create employable skills 

amongst the unemployed. (Travel-Talk, 2009).  

 

The Ministry of Tourism launched this special 

programme in 2009-10, fully funded by it for 

creation of employable skills amongst youth 

belonging to economically weaker sections of the 

society. This initiative was taken to bridge the gap 

of skilled manpower in hospitality sector. Under 

this scheme, a person seeking admission to the 

programme should be minimum eighth pass and in 

the age group of 18 to 28. The trainees of the 6-

weeks Food and  

Beverage Service and 8-week Food Production 

courses are paid Rs.1500/- and Rs.2000/- each 

respectively. 

 

The number of beneficiaries under the hunar Se 

Rozgar programme of the Ministry of Tourism has 

already exceeded the target set for the current 

financial year. The target for the current financial 

year was 5500 persons to be implemented by 35 
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institute of hotel management, seven food craft 

institutes, two 5-Star hotels and the State 

Governments of U.P. Orissa, Kerala, M.P. and 

Punjab. However, by December last year 5672 

persons were already trained and another 712 were 

undergoing training under this programme. 5610 

persons were trained under the programme as 

against the target of 5000 during the year 2009-10 

(Ministry of Tourism Press-Release, 2011). 

Considering its success and acceptability, it has 

been decided to expand the coverage in terms of 

number of beneficiaries as well as the courses 

being offered. The State Governments, who have 

so far not implemented the programme in their 

States, are being urged to use the services of 

universities/colleges, private institutes having 

infrastructure for hospitality courses to conduct 

this programme. ITDC would be made one of the 

key implementing agencies for this scheme since 

they have the institutional expertise available in 

Ashok Institute of Hospitality and Travel 

Management in Delhi and has a chain of hotels 

which can become the training centre. Partnership 

with the private sector stakeholder associations 

like HAI, FHRAI and IHHA would be 

strengthened to increase the reach of this 

programme. Special efforts will be made by the 

institutions to foster forward linkages in terms of 

placements in the hospitality sector and facilitating 

bank credit for those who desire to start their own 

venture. The scheme has been well received and is 

one of the successful  

ventures of the Ministry with the Institutes of 

Hotel Management, Food Craft Institutes and 

some State Governments successfully driving the 

scheme, meeting the targets and trainees receiving 

encouraging placement. 

 

CAPACITY BUILDING FOR SERVICE 

PROVIDERS (CBSP) SCHEME  

 

Scheme for Capacity Building for Service 

Providers (CBSP) is a Central Government 

Scheme designed to develop the tourism potential 

of India. A large number of people are involved 

directly and indirectly in the tourism industry. 

Thus, it is important that they have professional 

training as jobs in the tourism sector are of a 

specialized nature. The ‗Scheme of Capacity 

Building for Service Providers‘ offers training to 

people who provide services to tourists through 

branches of the Institute of Hotel Management 

(IHMs) and Food Craft Institutes (FCIs). In 

addition, as a large number of service providers 

are located around tourist sites, training is also 

provided onsite at railway stations and taxi stands 

by the Indian Institute of Tourism and Travel 

Management (Travel-o-Rama, 2010). 

 

TYPE OF SERVICES UNDER CAPACITY 

BUILDING FOR SERVICE PROVIDERS 

(CBSP) SCHEME 

 

People who provide services to tourists are 

employed both in the organized and unorganized 

sectors. The IHMs and FCIs cater mainly to 

workers in the organized sector such as those 

employed in hotels and restaurants. Unorganized 

sector workers include those working in small 

hotels, roadside dhabas and travel agencies. 

Moreover, there are also people engaged in other 

professions who come in contact with tourists.  

They include staff at bus/ railway stations, police 

personnel, immigration staff, porters, taxi/ coach 

drivers, staff at monuments, guides and so on.A 

large segment of people are involved directly and 

indirectly in the tourism industry. Professional 

expertise is required for specialized vocations in 

this field. At present there are Food Craft Institutes 

(FCIs) and Institute of Hotel Management (IHMs) 

where technical training is being provided to 

persons for the Hospitality Industry. Tourism 

training is being provided by the Indian Institute of 
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Tourism and Travel Management, Gwaior, its 

Eastern Regional Centre at Bhubneswar, and 

through its various ―Chapters‖ located at different 

places in the country to persons for taking up 

professions in the Travel and Tourism Industry. 

The tourists come in contact with various service 

providers and it is this experience they have while 

interacting with the cutting edge governs their 

experience of India as a tourist destination. It was 

therefore felt necessary that this large number of 

service providers is given certain inputs which can 

improve their behavior and service levels. 

Therefore a scheme was formulated wherein these 

service providers in the unorganized sector are  

given some inputs so as to upgrade their behavior 

and service skills. Some of the important areas 

being covered under the training include Health & 

Personal Hygiene, Cleanliness, Basic Service 

techniques, Cooking Techniques, Garbage 

Disposal, Etiquette and basic manners, basic 

nutrition values. Energy saving and basic tourism 

awareness, Communication skills, Behaviour 

Skills, First Aid, Client Handling & Behaviour 

Skills etc.are also covered in the training 

programmes. The duration of the course ranges 

from 1 day to 3 days.The implementing agencies 

have been given flexibility in devising the training 

programmes/ modules. However, general 

parameters have been fixed.Under this  

scheme the institutions are conducting Training 

using their own infrastructures in their own 

premises or are providing the training at site of the 

service providers. In the case of IHMs and FCIs 

the Faculty and students are being used widely. A 

large number of the Service providers are located 

around the tourist sites and therefore such persons 

have to be trained at their place of work. Similarly, 

the IITTM has been providing training to such 

persons either at their own campuses at Gwalior 

and Bhubneswar. The guidelines for ―Capacity 

Building for Service Providers‖ scheme include 

the following training programmes: 

 

Table-1 (Source: Travel-o-Rama,May 9, 2010) 

                                            

CONCLUSION 

 

The tourism sector in India, therefore, has fared 

quite well. Foreign ExchangeEarnings (FEE) from 

tourism in India during 2011 were $16.56 billion 

as compared to $ 14.19 billion in2010, showing a 

growth of 16.7%. The growth rate of 8.9% in 

tourist arrivals in India was almost double the 

growth of 4.4% in tourist arrivals worldwide 

(Annual Tourism Report, 2011-12). Tourism plays 

a key role in socio-economic progress through 

creation of jobs, enterprise, infrastructure and 

revenue earnings. Even, the Planning Commission 

has identified tourism as the second largest sector 

in the country in providing employment 

opportunities for low-skilled workers in its 12
th
 

plan. Ministry of Tourism (Govt. of India) with its 

flagship schemes like Hunar se Rozgar tak and 

Capacity building for service providers has 

adopted "pro-poor tourism" approach for 

increasing net benefits to the poor and ensuring 

Guide Training Courses 

Induction Training Programme 

for Regional Level Guides  

Refresher Level Course for 

Regional Level Guides 

Duration 6 weeks 

class + 10 weeks 

practical=16 weeks 

Duration 10 Days 

Programme 

Skill Up-gradation in general 

for existing service providers 

Duration 3 months 

(class/lab) 

Language courses for Guides 

and other service providers  

Duration 3 months 

(class/lab) 

Skill Development in general 

for fresh candidates 

Duration 6 months 

(class/lab) 

Promotion of rural tourism in 

the villages based on present 

programme being implemented 

with UNDP assistance. 

Duration 3 – 6 

months 
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that tourism growth contributes to poverty 

reduction. 
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